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Abstract—In [1], the idea of distributed space-time coding
was proposed to achieve a degree of cooperative diversity in
a wireless relay network. In particular, for a relay network with
a single-antenna transmitter and receiver and R single-antenna
relays, it was shown that the pairwise error probability (PEP)
decays as
(
log P
P
)R
, where P is the total transmit power. In this
paper, we extend the results to wireless relay networks where the
transmitter, receiver, and/or relays may have multiple antennas.
Assuming that the transmitter has M antennas, the receiver has
N antennas, the sum of all the antennas at the relay nodes is
R, and the coherence interval is long enough, we show that the
PEP behaves as
(
1
P
)min{M,N}R
, if M = N , and
(
log1/M P
P
)MR
,
if M = N . Therefore, for the case of M = N , distributed space-
time coding has the same PEP performance as a multiple-antenna
system with min{M,N}R transmit and a single receive antenna.
For the case of M = N , the penalty on the PEP compared to a
multiple-antenna system is a log1/M P factor, which is negligible
at high SNR. We also show that for a ﬁxed total transmit power
across the entire network, the optimal power allocation is for
the transmitter to expend half the power and for the relays to
share the other half with the power used by each relay being
proportional to the number of antennas it has.
I. Introduction
It is known that multiple antennas can greatly increase the
capacity and reliability of a wireless communication link in a
fading environment using space-time codes [2], [3]. Recently,
with the increasing interests in ad hoc networks, researchers
have been looking for methods to exploit spatial diversity
using the antennas of different users in the network [4]-[9],
[1]. In most of these works, decoding is needed at the relay
nodes, which puts a heavy constraint on the transmission rate
especially when the number of relay nodes is large. It also
causes extra time delay and power consumption because of
decoding complexity.
In [1], the idea of space-time coding devised for multiple-
antenna systems is applied to the problem of communication
over a wireless relay network with single-antenna nodes.1 The
authors consider wireless relay networks with fading and use
a cooperative strategy called distributed space-time coding by
applying a linear dispersion space-time code [10] among the
relays. It is proved that without any channel knowledge at the
1Although having the same name, the distributed space-time coding idea
in [1] is different from that in [6]. Similar ideas for networks with two relay
nodes appeared in [7], [9].
relay nodes, for wireless relay networks with R single-antenna
nodes, distributed space-time coding achieves the diversity
of a multiple-antenna system with R transmit antennas and
one receive antenna asymptotically. That is, the relay nodes
work as transmit antennas of the transmit node although they
cannot fully cooperate and do not have full knowledge of
the transmit signal. Compared with the other widely used
cooperative strategy, decode-and-forward, since no decoding
is needed at the relay nodes, distributed space-time coding
saves both time and energy and more importantly, there is no
rate constraint on the transmission.
In this paper, we extend the idea of distributed space-time
coding to wireless relay networks whose nodes may have
multiple antennas. We use the same two-phase transmission
method in [1] where in one phase the transmitter sends signals
to the relay nodes and in the other the relays encode their
received signals into a linear dispersion space-time code and
transmit to the receiver. For a wireless relay network with M
antennas at the transmit node, N antennas at the receive node,
and a total of R antennas at all the relay nodes, our work show
that when the coherence interval is long enough, using similar
distributed space-time coding as in [1], the PEP of the network
behaves as
(
1
P
)min{M,N}R if M = N and ( log1/M PP )MR if
M = N , where P is the total transmit power used in the
whole network. With the two-phase strategy, it is easy to see
that that no matter what cooperative strategy is used at the
relay nodes, the diversity of the ﬁrst phase of transmission, i.e.
from the transmitter to the relays, cannot be larger than MR,
the diversity of a multiple-antenna system with M transmit
antennas and R receive antennas; similarly, the diversity of
the second phase, i.e. transmission from the relay nodes to
the receiver, cannot be larger than NR. Therefore, when
M = N , distributed space-time coding is optimal according
to diversity. For the case of M = N , the penalty on the PEP is
just a log1/M P factor. Therefore, with distributed space-time
coding, wireless relay networks achieve the same diversity of
multiple-antenna systems, asymptotically.
II. Wireless Relay Network Model
We ﬁrst introduce some notations used in the paper. For a
complex matrix A, At, A∗, and A−1 denote the transpose, the
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Fig. 1. Wireless relay network with multiple-antenna nodes
conjugate transpose, and the inverse of A, respectively. detA
and trA indicate the determinant and trace of A, respectively.
In denotes the n×n identity matrix and diag {a1, · · · , an} is
the n × n diagonal matrix with a1, · · · , an being its diagonal
entries. log indicates the natural logarithm. P and E indicate
the probability and the expected value.
Consider a wireless network with R + 2 nodes which
are placed randomly and independently according to some
distribution. There is one transmit node and one receive node.
All the other R nodes work as relays. This is a practical model
for many sensor networks. The transmitter has M transmit
antennas, the receiver has N receive antennas, and the i-
th relay node has Ri antennas, which can be used for both
transmission and reception. Since the transmit and receive
signals at different antennas of the same relay can be processed
and designed independently, this network can be transformed
to a wireless relay network with
∑R
i=1 Ri single-antenna relay
nodes. Therefore, without loss of generality, in our paper, we
always assume that every relay node has a single antenna.
Therefore, the network can be depicted by Figure 1. Denote
the channels from the M antennas of the transmitter to the i-
th relay as f1i, · · · , fMi, and the channels from the i-th relay
to the N antennas at the receiver as gi1, · · · , giN . Here, we
only consider the fading effect by assuming that fmi and gin
are independent complex Gaussian with zero-mean and unit-
variance, CN (0, 1). This is a common assumption for urban
areas when there is no line-of-sight or when the distances
between relay nodes and the transmitter/receiver are about the
same. We make the practical assumption that the channels fmi
and gin are not known at the i-th relays. What every relay
knows is just the statistical distribution of its local connections.
However, we do assume that the receiver knows fmi and gin.
Its knowledge of the channels can be obtained by sending
training signals from the relays and the transmitter.
Assume that the transmitter wants to send the signal s =
[s1, · · · , sM ] to the receiver. Here, sm, is a T -dimensional
vector and is the signal sent by the m-th transmit antenna.
T is the coherence interval, that is, the time duration among
which the channels fmi and gin keep constant.2 Therefore s is
a T×M matrix. As in multiple-antenna systems [2], we always
assume that T ≥ M . s can be either the uncoded information
bits or an element from any coded signal set. s is normalized
2From the protocol discussed in the following, we can see that since we
only need fmi to keep constant for the ﬁrst step of the transmission and gin
to keep constant for the second step, it is good enough to choose T as the
minimum of the coherence intervals of fmi and gin.
as
E tr s∗s = M. (1)
To accomplish this transmission goal, the same two-step
strategy in [1] is used here. In step one, which is from
time 1 to T , the transmitter sends signals
√
P1T/Ms with√
P1T/Msm the signal sent by the m-th antenna. From (1),
it is easy to see that the average total power used at the
transmitter is P1T . We denote the received signal vector and
the noise vector from time 1 to T at the i-th relay node as
ri and vi. In step two, which is from time T + 1 to 2T ,
the i-th relay transmits vector ti to the receiver based on its
received signals. We denote the received signal and noise at
the n-th receive antenna of the receiver from time T + 1 to
2T by xn and wn. It is easy to see that vi, ri, ti,wn,xn are
all T -dimensional column vectors. Assume that the noises are
complex Gaussian with zero-mean and unit-variance, that is,
entries of vi,wn are CN (0, 1).
While fmi and gin keep constant for T transmissions,
clearly
ri =
√
P1T/Msfi + vi and xn =
R∑
i=1
ginti + wn, (2)
where we have deﬁned fi =


f1i
.
.
.
fMi

.
III. Distributed Space-Time Coding
We want to have the relay nodes in the network cooperate
in a way such that the antennas of the relays work as transmit
antennas of the transmitter to obtain diversity. There are two
main differences between the wireless network in Figure 1 and
a multiple-antenna system. The ﬁrst one is that in the latter,
antennas of the transmitter can cooperate fully while in the
former, the relays do not communicate with each other and can
only cooperate in a distributed fashion. The other difference
is that in the wireless network, every relay node only has a
noisy version of the transmit signal.
The main issue is what the relays should do. One of the most
widely used strategies is called decode-and-forward, in which
the i-th relay ﬁrst obtains an estimate of the transmit signal, sˆi,
by fully decoding its received signal ri, and then encodes the
information again and transmits the newly encoded signal. If
the transmission rate is sufﬁciently low so that all the R relays
decode correctly, the second step of transmission is equivalent
to the transmission of a multiple-antenna systems with R
transmit antennas and N receive antennas, whose maximum
achievable diversity is NR. However, if some relays decode
incorrectly, they will forward incorrect information to the
receiver, which will harm the decoding at the receiver greatly.
Therefore, to use decode-and-forward, the transmission rate
should be low enough to allow all the R relays to decode
correctly. Therefore, decode-and-forward requires a substantial
reduction of the rate especially for large R, and we will
therefore not consider it here. There are other disadvantages
of decode-and-forward: because of the decoding complexity,
it causes both extra time delay and energy consumption.
In this paper, we will use the cooperative strategy called
distributed space-time coding proposed in [1], which does not
require the relay nodes to decode. Design the transmit signal
at relay i as
ti =
√
P2
P1 + 1
Airi, (3)
a linear function of its received signal. Ai is a T × T unitary
matrix. Similar to [1], while within the framework of linear
dispersion codes, Ai can be arbitrary, to have a protocol that
is equitable among different users and among different time
instants, we set Ai to be unitary. This also simpliﬁes the
analysis on the PEP considerably.
Since fmi, vi,j are CN (0, 1), and fmi, s, vi,j are indepen-
dent, with the normalization in (1), it is easy to see that the
average transmit power at every relay is P2T , which explains
our normalization in (3). P2 is the average transmit power for
one transmission at every relay.
Let us now focus on the received signal. Clearly from (2)
we can obtain the received signal at the n-th receive antenna:
xn =
√
P1P2T
(P1 + 1)M
[
A1s · · · ARs
]


f1g1n
.
.
.
fRgRn


+
√
P2
P1 + 1
R∑
i=1
ginAivi + w.
By deﬁning
X =
[
x1 · · · xN
]
, gi =
[
gi1 · · · giN
]
,
S =
[
A1s · · · ARs
]
, H =


f1g1
.
.
.
fRgR

 , (4)
and
W =
[
· · ·
√
P2
P1+1
∑R
i=1 ginAivi + wn · · ·
]
,
the system equation can be written as
X =
√
P1P2T
(P1 + 1)M
SH + W. (5)
Let’s look at the dimensions of each matrix. X , which is the
received signal matrix, is T ×N . S is T ×MR, since Ai are
T × T , s is T × M , and there are R of them. fi is M × 1
and gi is 1 × N . Therefore, the equivalent channel matrix
H is RM × N . W , which is the equivalent noise matrix, is
T × N . Similar to [1], S works like the space-time code in a
multiple-antenna system. It is called the distributed space-time
code since it has been generated in a distributed way by the
relays without having access to the transmit signal. The power
constraint on the space-time code S is:
E trS∗S = E
R∑
i=1
tr s∗A∗i Ais = RE tr s
∗s = MR.
IV. Pairwise Error Probability
To analyze the PEP, we have to obtain the maximum-
likelihood (ML) decoding, which needs P (X|sk), where sk ∈
S the set of all possible transmit signals. The following
theorem is straightforward.
Theorem 1: Suppose sk is transmitted and deﬁne
Sk =
[
A1sk A2sk · · · ARsk
]
.
Then subject to sk being transmitted, the rows of X are
independently Gaussian distributed with the same variance
IN + P2P1+1GG
∗
, where
G =


g11 · · · gR1
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
g1N · · · gRN


is a N × R matrix. The t-th row of X has mean√
P1P2T
M(P1+1)
[Sk]tH , where [Sk]t is the t-th row of Sk.
Therefore, we can easily write down the probability density
function (pdf) of X|sk, which is the product of the pdf of
xn|sk for all n = 1, · · · , N . We should emphasis that from
this theorem, we can see that, unlike multiple-antenna systems,
the received signals at different antennas, that is, the columns
of X , are not independent. However, the received signals at
different times continue to be independent. Also, unlike the
case of relay network with single antenna at the receiver,
where the conditional received signals are white Gaussian,
here, although they are still Gaussian, they are no longer white
since GG∗ is not diagonal in general. This makes the PEP
analysis in this paper much more difﬁcult than that in [1].
We have proved the following theorem.
Theorem 2 (ML decoding and Chernoff bound on PEP):
Deﬁne Rw = IN + P2P1+1GG
∗
. The ML decoding of the
network is
argmin
sk
tr
(
X −
√
P1P2T
M(P1 + 1)
SkH
)
R−1w
(
X −
√
P1P2T
M(P1 + 1)
SkH
)∗
.
With this ML decoding, the PEP of mistaking sk by sl,
averaged over the channel distributions, has the following
upper bound:
PEP ≤ E
fmi,gin
e
− P1P2T
4M(1+P1)
tr (Sk−Sl)∗(Sk−Sl)HR−1w H∗ .(6)
V. Power Allocation
The main purpose of this work is to analyze how the PEP
decays with the total power consumed in the whole network.
We set the total power used in the whole network as P .
Therefore, P = P1 + RP2. In this section, we discuss the
optimum power allocation between the transmitter and the
relay nodes such that the PEP is minimized. Because of the
expectations over fmi and gin and also the dependency of
Rw on gin, the exact minimization of (6) is very difﬁcult.
Therefore, similar to the argument in [1], we recourse to an
asymptotic argument at R → ∞.
Notice that the (m,n)-th entry of 1RGG
∗ is 1R
∑R
i=1 gimg¯in.
When R → ∞, according to the law of large numbers, the
off-diagonal entries of 1RGG
∗ goes to zero while the diagonal
entries approach to 1 with probability 1 since
∑R
i=1 |g|2in has a
gamma distribution with both mean and variance R. Therefore,
it is reasonable to make the assumption GG∗ ≈ RIN for large
R, which is the same as Rw ≈
(
1 + P2RP1+1
)
IN .
Therefore, from (6),
PEP  E
fmi,gin
e
− P1P2T
4M(1+P1+RP2)
tr (Sk−Sl)∗(Sk−Sl)HH∗ .
Since Sk, Sl, and H are independent of P1 and P2, minimizing
the PEP is equivalent to maximizing P1P2T4M(1+P1+RP2) . This is
exactly the same power allocation problem that appeared in
[1]. Therefore, with the same argument, we can conclude that
the optimum solution is to set
P1 =
P
2
and P2 =
P
2R
. (7)
Thus, the optimum power allocation is such that the transmitter
uses half the total power and the relays share the other half
fairly. When the number of relays is large, which is the case for
many sensor networks, every relay spends only a very small
amount of power to help the transmitter.3
Note that as discussed in Section II, for wireless relay
networks with Ri antennas at the i-th relay, the Ri antennas
are treated as Ri different single-antenna relays. Therefore, it
is easy to see that for this multiple-antenna-relay-node case,
the optimum power allocation is such that the transmitter uses
half the total power, but every relay node uses power that is
proportional to its number of antennas. That is P1 = P2 and
the power used at the i-th relay is RiP2R .
With this power allocation, at high P , we have
PEP ≤ E
fmi,gin
e−
PT
16MR tr (Sk−Sl)∗(Sk−Sl)HH∗ . (8)
VI. Diversity Analysis for R → ∞
As mentioned earlier, to obtain the diversity, we have to
compute the expectations over fmi and gin in (8). Here we give
a simple asymptotic derivation for the case of large number
of relay nodes, that is R → ∞. For the general case, refer to
[13]. As discussed in the previous section, when R is large,
we can make the approximation
Rw ≈
(
1 +
P2R
P1 + 1
)
IN (9)
and obtain (8). Denote the n-th column of H as hn. From
(4), we can see that hn = Gnf , where we have deﬁned Gn =
diag {g1nIM , · · · , gRnIM} and f =


f1
.
.
.
fR

. Therefore, (8)
can be equivalently written as
PEP  E
fmi,gin
e−
PT
16MR f
∗[∑Nn=1 G∗n(Sk−Sl)∗(Sk−Sl)Gn]f .
3This power allocation is obtained for the network model where the path-
loss of the channels is not taken into account.
Since f is white Gaussian with mean zero and variance IRM ,
we can calculate the expectation over f to obtain:
PEP  E
gin
det −1
[
IRM +
PT
16MR
N∑
n=1
G∗n(Sk − Sl)∗(Sk − Sl)Gn
]
. (10)
Similar to the multiple-antenna case [3], [11] and the case
of wireless relay networks with single-antenna nodes [1], the
“full diversity” condition can be obtained. It is easy to see that
if Sk − Sl drops rank, the exponent of P in the right side of
(10) increases. That is, the diversity decreases. Therefore, the
Chernoff bound is minimized when Sk − Sl is full-rank, or
equivalently, det(Sk −Sl)∗(Sk −Sl) = 0 for all Sk = Sl ∈ S.
Since the distributed space-time code Sk and Sl are T ×MR,
there is no point in having MR larger than the coherence
interval T . Thus, in the following, we will always assume
T ≥ MR.
Assume that the code is fully-diverse. It is easy to see from
(10) that, roughly speaking, the larger the positive matrix
(Sk − Sl)∗(Sk − Sl), the smaller the upper bound. This
improvement in the PEP according to the optimization of
the distributed space-time code is called coding gain. Here,
to highlight the diversity result, we shall neglect the affect
of the design of the distributed space-time code and analyze
the diversity gain obtained from the independent transmission
routes from antennas of the transmitter to antennas of the
receiver via the relay nodes. To do so, we shall look at
the behavior of the PEP at high SNR. Such an analysis is
consistent with the diversity deﬁnition of multiple-antenna
systems in [3], [11]. 4
Denote the minimum singular value of (Sk − Sl)∗(Sk −
Sl) as σ2min. From the full diversity of the code, σ2min > 0.
Therefore, the right side of formula (10) can be further upper
bounded as the following:
PEP  E
gin
det −1
[
ITM +
PTσ2min
16MR
N∑
n=1
G∗nGn
]
= E
gin
R∏
i=1
(
1 +
PTσ2min
16MR
N∑
n=1
|gin|2
)−M
.
Deﬁne gi =
∑N
n=1 |gin|2. Since all gin are i.i.d. CN (0, 1),
gi are i.i.d. gamma distributed with mean N , whose pdf is
p(gi) = 1(N−1)!g
N−1
i e
−gi
. Therefore,
PEP  1
(N − 1)!R

∫ ∞
0
xN−1e−x(
1 + PTσ
2
min
16MR x
)M dx


R
,
which can be calculated directly to obtain Theorem 3. Of
course, our derivation here is not rigorous since it is predicated
4However, it is different from the explicit diversity deﬁnition,
− limP→∞ log PEPlog P , given in [14]. It is more precise in the sense that
it sometimes describes the PEP behavior in more detail. For example, if
PEP ∼ P−[c+f(P )], the same diversity c will be obtained for any function
f satisfying limP→∞ f(P ) = 0.
on the approximation in (9). However, in [13] we show that
the result is true even if we perform a rigorous analysis.
Theorem 3 (Diversity gain for large R): Assume that
R  N and T ≥ MR. At high total transmit power P ,
by looking at only the highest order term of P , the PEP of
mistaking sk with sl, averaged over the channel distributions,
has the following upper bound:
PEP 


[
2N−1
(M−N)(N−1)!
]R (
16MR
Tσ2min
)NR (
1
P
)NR if M > N
1
(N−1)!R
(
16MR
Tσ2
min
)MR (
log1/M P
P
)MR
if M = N[
(N−M−1)!
(N−1)!
]R (
16MR
Tσ2
min
)MR (
1
P
)MR if M < N
.
The diversity of the wireless relay network is therefore
d =
{
min{M,N}R if M = N
MR
(
1 − 1M log log Plog P
)
if M = N .
Of course, with the diversity deﬁnition in [14], all cases
exhibit the full diversity of min{M,N}R.
With the two-step protocol, it is easy to see that regardless
of the cooperative strategy used at the relay nodes, the error
probability is determined by the worse of the two transmission
stages: the transmission from the transmitter to the relays and
the transmission from the relays to the receiver. It is also easy
to see that the PEP of the ﬁrst stage cannot be better than the
PEP of a multiple-antenna system with M transmit antennas
and R receive antennas, which has diversity MR, while the
PEP of the second stage can have diversity no larger than NR.
Therefore, when M = N , according to diversity based on the
PEP, distributed space-time coding is optimal. For the case of
M = N , the penalty on the PEP is just a log1/M P factor,
which is negligible when P is high. Therefore, distributed
space-time coding is better than decode-and-forward since it
achieves the optimum diversity gain without the rate constraint
needed for decode-and-forward.
VII. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we extend the idea of distributed space-time
coding to communications in wireless relay networks with
multiple-antenna nodes. The ML decoding and PEP at the
receiver are analyzed. For a wireless relay network with M
antennas at the transmitter, N antennas at the receiver, a total
of R antennas at all the relay nodes, and a coherence interval
no less than MR, our main result is that the diversity behaves
as min{M,N}R, if M = N , and MR
(
1 − 1M log log Plog P
)
,
if M = N , where P is the total power used in the whole
network. Although the result is based on an assumption that
is valid for large R, a more rigorous derivation in [13] gives
the same diversity result for general R. This result shows the
optimality of distributed space-time coding according to the
diversity gain.
We also show that, for a ﬁxed total transmit power across
the entire network, the optimal power allocation is for the
transmitter to expand half the power and for the relays share
the other half such that the power used by each relay is
proportional to the number of antennas it has.
There are several directions for future work that can be
envisioned. Firstly, in addition to the diversity gain, coding
gain or the design of the space-time code
S =
[
A1s · · · ARs
]
is also very important to the performance of the wireless relay
network. This is under current investigation.
Another important problem is the non-coherent case. In
this work, we assume that the receiver knows all the channel
information, which needs training from both the transmitter
and the relay nodes. For networks with high mobility and/or a
large number of relay nodes, this is not a practical assumption.
Therefore, it should be interesting to see whether differential
space-time coding techniques can be generalized to the dis-
tributed wireless relay network.
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